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Figure One: A Diagram of Alternative Mega-Crisis Possibilities


1. **VUCA** - an “Expected” or Present Trends Extended (PTE) future:
   The “VUCA” world of rapidly increasing volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity, plus intensifying fiscal imbalance and indebtedness and untended ecological problems brings increasingly frequent and severe disruptions—both fiscal, political and ecological—as shown in the first part of the above diagram. However, this scenario assumes that the basic fabric of social order remains intact, thereby avoiding a major tipping point toward civilizational disruption and/or disintegration.
2. **Civilizational Disintegration** - a “Challenging” or worst case future. Possibly as early as 2015, quite likely by 2020 and almost certainly by 2030 if current VUCA trends continue, there is a major tipping point toward civilizational disruption caused by a cascading confluence of STEEPly disruptive triggering events (ecological disasters, economic meltdowns, governance failures, societal rioting and massive immigration attempts, etc. As things begin spinning out of control, many suggestions and attempts are made to move toward recovery. This scenario assumes that tendencies toward ethnocentric selfishness and xenophobia trump tendencies toward integrative synergy, with failed states and civilizational disintegration continuing as shown in the lower path of bifurcation in the diagram.

3. **Reformative Civilizational Recovery** - An “Aspirational” (Visionary) future. Whether or not a tipping point toward civilizational disintegration occurs (as in the beginning of Scenario Two), things move into the upper path of bifurcation due to seeds that were planted by futurists, citizen activists and other proactive thought leaders well beforehand, and by massive “crowd sourcing” and “collective intelligence” efforts using internet-based social networking technologies by forward thinking thought leaders.

4. **Civilizational Enlightenment** - An “Audaciously Aspirational” future. A peaceful and progressive “soft landing” from the intensifying disruptions of Scenario One occurs due to an integrity-oriented reformation visibly triggered, by proactive efforts as in Scenario Three, and less visibly—but perhaps more importantly—by a wide-spread transcendental awakening, bringing an evolutionary cultural ascension to what integral theorists call “Level Two” consciousness.

5. **Singularity** – A second “Audaciously Aspirational” future. Computer-based technologies attain some type of consciousness, aided and abetted by transhuman capacities expected to emerge by 2030 if Scenario One holds together that long.

NOTE: These five scenarios are conceived as future histories, all of which are to some extent “Type II Wild Cards” (high probability as seen by those with relevant expert knowledge, but low credibility as seen by most others). Thus:

- If Scenario One: VUCA, holds together until 2030, Scenario 5: The Singularity as envisioned by Ray Kurzweil could emerge. Otherwise it is not likely to be feasible.

- If Scenario One: VUCA, triggers a mega-crisis tipping point toward civilizational disruption, this could lead to the worst case of Scenario 2: Civilizational Disintegration; or the best case of Scenario Three: Reformative Civilizational Recovery and/or Scenario Four: Civilizational Enlightenment.

- Scenario Four: Civilizational Enlightenment could presumably unfold at any time, but is thought to be likely only after something like Scenario Three: Reformative Civilizational Recovery matures.

**Sources:**
The archetypal logic of these scenarios is based on the [Aspirational Futures Method](#) pioneered by Clem Bezold at the Institute of Alternative Futures:

1. Expected (PTE)
2. Challenging (fearful)
3. Aspirational (hopeful)
4. Audaciously aspirational (visionary).
Their content is largely based on Oliver Markley’s:

- **Research and action toward the upside of down**, which won the Jan Lee Martin Foundation prize for “best futures essay” of 2011,
- **Manifesting upside recovery instead of downside fear: Five ways megacrisis anticipation can proactively improve futures research and social policy** (2011),
- **Imaginal Visioning for Prophetic Foresight** (2012).

Specific citations and links for media supporting specific scenarios include the following:

**Scenario One – VUCA**

**Scenario Two – Civilizational Disintegration**

**Scenario Three – Reformatory Civilizational Recovery**

**Scenario Four – Civilizational Enlightenment**

**Scenario Five – Singularity**

---

1 These scenarios were prepared for “Alternative Images for the Future of Cities,” a keynote presentation to kick off the 2013 Home-Coming day of the University of Houston’s Studies of the Future Program on “City Making in the 21st Century – Designing Urban Futures.” An audio recording of the presentation and the visuals that were used are available online at http://www.imaginalvisioning.com/visioning-futures/.